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Name (first and last) Wilma Ternes Date: 14-Aug-16

Comment: Please specify the reasons for your interest in the proceeding, your views concerning the proceeding, any 
relevant information that supports or explains your views, the conclusion you support and any recommendations. The 
Commission may disallow comments that do not comply with the Rules of Practice and Procedure.

In the mid-90's, BC Hydro was encouraging the use of electric heating by offering good rates.  So 
when I built on the island, I decided on baseboard heating.  A few years later, the penalizing 2-tier 
system kicked in and I've been penalized for electric heating ever since.    
I have 2x6 construction, good insulation and very energy efficient windows.  Since the penalty phase 
was implemented, I have bought programmable thermostats, close off unused rooms over fall/winter 
and am very conscientious about conserving electricity in my daily life.  I am ONE person with 
cooking, bathing, laundry [always cold water wash], etc. for ONE.  Only on the hottest summer 
months with no guests, do I come close to having all my electricity usage fall within the Step One, 
`family' limit. 
Allergies prevent me from adding a woodstove [not very `green' either] and I have no access to natural 
gas. Thank goodness I live in a moderate climate or the ever increasing, punishing Step Two rates 
would be prohibitive.  They may become that anyway!




